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Underway at #ICEM22 for the afternoon, talking #ClimateCrisis
and actions for clinicians. Kicking us off is Forbes McGain from
Western Health & @DocsEnvAus

McGain said his journey on this began working for RFDS in Alice Springs. Impacts of what

we do at work far outstrips what happens at home. Average hospital of a few hundred beds

represents 500-10k houses worth of energy use, waste #ICEM22

Growing concerns about healthcare's footprint, McGain says. How can we stop contributing

to the problem. Health care contributes about 7% of national emissions - roughly equivalent

to the contributions of South Australia. 1 hour of anaesthesia with desflurane=30L petrol

#ICEM

McGain presenting a life-cycle assessment of carbon footprint of the operating theatre.

Reusables vs renewables #ICEM22
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In Victorian public hospitals, 100% renewable energy target - 'renewables make reusables

better' McGain says #ICEM22

Mix of energy changing and changing quickly over past 10 years, he say. Gives eg of new

Melton Hospital which we be 100% electric, removing the need for gas. Pathology big

contributor - 1 FBC=770m in a car. Radiology also - 1 MRI=150km, CT-80km #ICEM22

In the ED, use of nitrous for procedural sedation. Even ventolin, 1 puff=1 km in a car. All

adds up McGain says. Powder inhalers instead of propellant the equivalent of switching from

meat to plant-based diet #ICEM22

HUUUUUGE waste generated by COVID19. Order of 1.1 million at Western alone. Have

moved towards reusable gowns in ICU #ICEM22

Take home actions from McGain. Systematise sustainability #ICEM22

Unique identities, health and existence are under threat from #ClimateChange in the Pacific,

Motfaga says #ICEM22
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Take home messages from Motofaga #ICEM22

Next speaker is Selina Lo, on being good ancestors #ICEM22

Lo says there is no sustainable development without gender equality. 80% of people

displaced by #ClimateChange are women #ICEM22
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Lo argues planetary health doesn't exist yet. She says it would be transdisciplinary,

intergenerational, redress inequities & justice, build health of current & future generations

#ICEM22

Challenge to all of us is - are we ready? Argues for the concept of transilience. Says have to

recognise that science and health is inherently political, and we must act. If you have

privilege, transfer it #ICEM22

Lo says community activism is a global public good #ICEM22
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Instead of assuming what is good for us is good for the world, Lo argues for a paradigm shift,

that what is good for the world is good for us #ICEM22

Hearing from Caitlin Rublee now on climate crisis impacts on emergency care in LMICs

#ICEM22

What is a climate resilient health care system? Rublee says must have addressing health

inequity at its heart. #SDOH and poverty influence climate experiences and we can't address

one without the other #ICEM22
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Rublee says the African continent is particularly vulnerable to climate impacts. Gives

example of sufficient IV fluids in heat events, refrigeration of medications #ICEM22

Rublee says there is a direct correlation between load-shedding/energy insecurity, and

demand on emergency care #ICEM22

Policy recommendations from Rublee #ICEM22

Rublee advocating a HIAP approach - health should be part of decision-making, for example,

on a nation's energy mix #ICEM22

Panel discussion now. Starting off with how we address cost gap of reuse vs single use.

McGain says heavy hand of globalisation a real factor here. Interesting example of fair trade

surgical instrument initiative (in vein of fair trade coffee) #ICEM22

McGain says the cost saving argument isn't always true - gives a number of examples of

reuse (surgical instruments, scrubs/gowns) where cost savings are made over disposables

#ICEM22

@First_do_noharm notes 40% of health care is low value - how do we focus on that? Single

greatest inroad we could probably all make on the #ClimateCrisis in health #ICEM22

In Pacific island countries Motofaga says many of the ideas mooted here are a challenge. One

thing that can be done is solar eg one whole ward in Kiribati independently powered by this

#ICEM22
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• • •

Question from audience on financial levers, divestment, investment. Lo points to long

history of success in Australia's public health eg tobacco control. No reason to think this

issue should be any different, but how do we scale up rapidly? #ICEM22

Working on commercial determinants of health is very important here - legislation to create

a more just and equitable world, says Lo, particularly with an intergenerational lens

#ICEM22

That wraps the afternoon climate session. I'll be back at 8pm for today's final plenary, with

speakers from the uS, Israel, India and South Africa. Meantime, stand by for some RTs from

today's earlier concurrents, covered by @CroakeyNews #ICEM22
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